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Sting Radio gets new name, content
By Cleiri Quezada

UTB Radio News and Information Manager

The upcoming separation of the University
of Texas at Brownsville and Texas Southmost
College has impacted many departments,
including the campus’ radio station, which will
now be known as UTB Radio.
On Dec. 5, 2011, the student-run radio station
announced via The Collegian the changes to its
format and the look of its new website.
“We decided to change the name as we enter
this new phase and as we grow as a radio station,”
UTB Radio Station Manager Leslie Barrientos
said. “I thought it was a perfect opportunity to
include the name change along with these other
changes, such as the format and the content on
the website.”
The station created a survey via surveymonkey.
com and posted it on Blackboard from Nov. 23 to
Dec. 16, 2011. About 200 students answered the
survey.
The survey consisted of five main questions:
--What genre of music would you like to
hear on Sting Radio? Fifteen percent answered
“indie,” 11 percent answered “electronic” and
10 percent chose “pop.” UTB Radio will play all
three genres.
--What DJ topics interest you the most?

Twenty-eight percent answered “news.”
--Do you prefer mainstream or underground
music?
Fifty-two
percent
answered
“underground.”
--Would you be offended if there were curse
words in the lyrics? Eighty-three percent

that consists of five categories: “Faux Trend”
(fashion) on Mondays; “Colorful Minds” (arts
and crafts and performing arts), Tuesdays;
“The Scoop” (pick of the week), Wednesdays;
“The Playlist” (music), Thursdays; and
“The Watch” (the campus lookout), Fridays.
“Whether you’re into fashion or just into
music, there is no doubt that there will
be a category for you,” Barrientos said.
The student staff of UTB Radio spent many
Start your week with Faux Trend to get
hours the last few weeks discussing changes
fashion tips and vintage tastes. Street-style
and improvements to the programming
photography captures everyday trendsetters.
and has undergone multiple trainings in
order to provide UTB with a higher-quality
programming for the Spring 2012 semester
answered “no.”
UTB Radio welcomes you to be a part of the
--Do you prefer continuous music or a disc
jockey (on-air personality)? Sixty percent new phase. For more information, visit its new
website at www.utbradio.com, stop by the office
answered “both.”
This semester, the radio station’s website in Student Union 1.16, or call 882-5838.
will have new and exciting online content

@ utbradio.com

Meningitis vaccination now
required for some students
By Rene Cardona Jr.
COLLEGIAN EDITOR

Losing a limb or
life because you
shared a cup or
cigarette? It sounds
like an exaggeration
but it’s not.
Such are the
consequences
of coming down
with
bacterial
meningitis-among
others,
such as permanent
brain
damage,
kidney
failure,
convulsions,
a
coma,
gangrene
and, of course,
death within eight
to 24 hours.
The 82nd Texas Legislature has thus
revised legislation, requiring students
who are entering college as of Jan. 1, 2012,
to get vaccinated against meningococcal
disease, the leading cause of bacterial
meningitis, an infection of the lining of
the brain and spinal cord, according to
information by the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention.
Senate Bill 1170 states students who
are under the age of 30 must show proof
to their institution of having received a
bacterial meningitis vaccination 10 days
before the first day of class. Incoming
freshmen, transfer students from other
universities, and those who stopped out
prior to Spring 2012 need to be vaccinated.
Anyone who received a vaccination more
than five years ago must get a booster.
People who live with others in such

places as dormitories or military bunks
have an increased risk of becoming
infected. Risk also increases when
people share things like water bottles,
eating utensils and kisses, according to
information from the CDC.
Although the disease can be treated
with antibiotics, permanent disability or
death can occur. Jaime Schanbaum and
Nicolis Williams, two Texas university
students, contracted bacterial meningitis.
Williams
attended
Texas
A&M
University and was majoring in
economics. While a junior at the age of
20, he died of bacterial meningitis on Feb.
11, 2011, according to a news release from
the university. Schanbaum, a 22-year-old
Brownsville native, contracted meningitis
while attending the University of Texas
at Austin. The disease required her to
be hospitalized in 2008, and because of
complications, she lost her fingers and the
bottom half of her legs, as reported by The
Collegian in August.
It was Jaime’s mother Patsy who began
the process to pass a bill that would
require students residing on campus to
get the meningococcal conjugate vaccine.
The bill became law in 2009 as the
Jamie Schanbaum Act, but the family
pushed for it to be amended so all students
entering college would be required to get
the vaccination. The legislature passed
the new revised law, titled the Jaime
Schanbaum and Nicolis Williams Act, on
May 11, 2011, and it took effect this month
for entering students. Texas is the first
state to require the vaccination against
bacterial meningitis for college students.
UTB/TSC’s Student Health Services
can provide the vaccines for students.
Between Dec. 13 and Jan. 19, 127 students

See VACCINE, Page 6

Much of Asia
expects birth jump
in Year of Dragon
By Annie Huang

Associated Press

TAIPEI--Taiwan has one of the lowest birth rates in
the world, but you wouldn’t know that from visiting the
obstetrics department at Taiwan Adventist Hospital. The
hallways were abuzz this week with dozens of women
lined up for ultrasound checks and other appointments
with obstetricians.
It’s not just a baby boom. It’s a dragon baby boom.
The Year of the Dragon begins today, and the Chinese
believe that babies born in this iteration of the 12-year
Zodiac cycle are gifted with prodigious quantities of luck
and strength. In ancient times the dragon was a symbol
reserved for the Chinese emperor, and it is considered
to be an extremely auspicious sign.
“We haven’t had a scene like this in years,” said
hospital official Hung Tzu-chu.
A second child had not been in the plans for Austin
Tseng, a 32-year-old office worker, but she said at the
hospital in downtown Taipei that she is eagerly awaiting
the birth.
“I had thought one child was enough, but then comes
the Year of the Dragon and I’m happy to have another
one,” Tseng said after an ultrasound check on her
20-week-old fetus.
Officials expect a baby boom not only in China and
Taiwan, but in other Asian countries and territories that
observe the New Year festival, including Japan, South
Korea, Vietnam, Hong Kong and Macau.
Most have extremely low birth rates, reflecting a
preference among young couples in these prosperous or
rapidly developing societies to choose quality of life and
career advancement over the responsibilities of child
rearing.
But this Year of the Dragon looks to be breaking the
mold. A poll in Hong Kong showed that 70 percent of
couples there wanted children born under the dragon
sign, while South Korea, Vietnam and China all report
similar enthusiasm about dragon-year childbearing.

See DRAGON, Page 6
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Name: Karel Cisneros
Classification: Sophomore
Major: Early childhood bilingual education
Clothing: blouse, Charlotte Russe ($20); black jeans, American Eagle
Outfitters ($40); flats, Charming Charlie (gift)
Accessories: white gold earrings (gift); Coach purse, Coach store ($300)
Who/what inspires your style? “Depends on where I’m going.”
Describe your style in three words: “Casual, comfortable and conservative.”

--Compiled by Marlane Ashley Rodriguez
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RINGING
in
THE
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Coming home

Students return to Casa Bella for spring semester

For the full gallery,
visit us online at
utbcollegian.com.

UT-Brownsville President Juliet V. García
recognizes the new emblem of the
University of Texas at Brownsville and
recognizes the individuals who helped
create it during Spring Convocation.

HÉCTOR AGUILAR/collegian

Christopher Peña/collegian

Sophomore accounting major Lauren Berletch (left) moves into her Casa Bella apartment with the assistance of sophomore
exercise major Ashlee Abete. Berletch is among more than 400 students residing in the student housing complex..

By Jasmin Euceda
THE COLLEGIAN

The University of Texas at Brownsville’s first graduates of the Leadership, Education and Development program ring the bell at
the opening of Spring Convocation 2012. The program cultivates the next generation of leaders on campus.

García said UTB has acquired
additional property adjacent
to the “Duck,” land on the east
side of the expressway bought
several years ago and resembling
the bird. The president described
the new property as the “the
bowtie” for the “duck.”

More than 400 UTB/TSC students were
welcomed by Residential Life and Housing
staff during Move-In Day Jan.14 at Casa
Bella.
Officials set up tables in front of every
building with guides to assist the students
who were arriving.
New and returning students eagerly
entered the apartments that will be their
home for the spring semester.
Incoming freshman José Ignacio García
Zambrano, a management major, said he
chose Casa Bella as his residence for his
first semester in college because it is more
convenient for him.
“It is real close to the school and I won’t
have any transportation this semester,
so I need a place to be like in walk[ing]
distance,” García Zambrano said.
He is not worried about being away from
his home in Tampico, Tamaulipas, Mexico.
“It’s not the first time I [have] been away
from home, so I might not be homesick
since I am used to [it],” said García
Zambrano, who brought a picture of his
friends to remind him of home in case he
gets homesick.
Amanda Fulton, a freshman exercise
science major, is a returning resident at
Casa Bella who said she is glad to be back
on campus.
“I think it’s nice because, obviously, it’s
an apartment setting so it’s more a normal
life and I’ll have my own room, so I don’t
have to worry about anything and I heard
a lot of stories about the old dorms so I was

pretty happy we
CASA BELLA
got to come here,”
Occupancy:
479 students
Fulton said.
Units:
103
She also said
Vacancies Available
she would like
to
see
more
activities in the
student housing complex.
“I would love to see volleyball and
basketball
tournaments
since
the
apartment complex already has the
necessary equipment,” Fulton said.
Returning student Jamie Lee Salazar
praised Residential Life and Housing on
its programming activities, saying they did
a wonderful job the previous semester.
Those activities include karaoke, movie
night and soon, a block party, said Debbie
Ann Perez, the department’s housing
coordinator.
Some students said Casa Bella is the best
place to live due to its convenient location
and the opportunity to meet new people.
The student housing complex, which was
purchased by UT-Brownsville last year,
offers a variety of amenities such as stoves,
refrigerators, microwave ovens, and
washers and dryers in every apartment.
Students can also enjoy the swimming
pool and club house and full access to the
university’s Libertad wireless Internet.
Single rooms cost $2,100 plus a $220
deposit per semester, and a double room
costs $1,680 plus $220 deposit per
semester, Perez said, adding that rooms
are still available.
“We have a couple of rooms available but
they are running out fast, so if you want to
apply come by the office,” Perez said.

Flexible Retirement Income
Bob Richardson CLU, ChFC
REGISTERED FINANCIAL CONSULTANT

(956) 542 - 1775

Investment Advisor Representative with and Securities and Investment Advisory Services offered through
Transamerica Financial Advisors, Inc (TFA) member FINRA, SIPC and a Registered Investment Advisor.
Non-securities products and services are not offered through TFA.
LD3916-08/09
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Letters
to the editor
Policy
Letters to the editor must include the name, classification and phone number of the
author or the letter cannot be published. Opinions expressed in The Collegian are those
of writers and do not necessarily reflect the views of The Collegian or UTB/TSC administrators. The editor reserves the right to edit the letters. Send your letters to collegian@
utb.edu.

Still waiting for books

“You should be able to get your textbooks on an iPad
because a lot of kids can’t afford books
or they don’t get enough funding
for these books and things, and
sometimes it’s a lot cheaper
[online]. … [The school] puts their
own [logo] on books, and they sell
[them] a little bit more expensive,
when you can get it online for like a
dollar.”

Don’t reserve parking

“Parking is sometimes really limited. And when
[UTB] has events, they close a whole
major parking lot, so that’s a big
issue. My concern is just do
not close the parking spaces
because it’s a big issue; now more
students are joining in, we’re
about thousands and we need
parking.”

Misael Heredia
Freshman psychology major

TWEET IT

Miguel Angel Torres
Senior biology major

Get involved

Tell us your beef
via Twitter.
Just use #mybeef
and mention us
@utbcollegian.
Do it now!

“Well, I believe that students have to be more
involved. Therefore, perhaps the
Student Union can have more
activities for students, such as
community activities, perhaps
social acts that can help the
community work better with the
students. Those are some things
I can think of that can help the
students get more involved.”

Ray Lopez
Junior government major

--Compiled by Marlane Ashley Rodriguez
--Photos by Christopher Peña

Central Boulevard traffic needs

Must an elderly or ill person be injured, chill or wilt
near the Social Security office on Central Boulevard
before [the Texas Department of Transportation] and
Brownsville [Urban System] agree to: place a crosswalk
from one side of the street to the other; install a
blinking yellow light to slow motorists; and, construct
bus shelters, also on both sides?
TXDOT and [BUS] have long known about the three
needs, yet, they have not moved.
Come on, officials, sit down, talk and then act on
behalf of the thousands who bus weekly to and from
Social Security.
Cut through the red-tape and territorial rights.
Cooperate!
And while at it, put the bus stop sign back on the
resaca side of the street; it has been moved when--after
years--very welcome sidewalks recently were built.
Here’s to the dignity of those who must bus, walk and
wait!
Eugene “Gene” Novogrodsky
Brownsville

Your letter
goes Here.
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$26 million needed for colonia project
By Samantha Ruiz
THE COLLEGIAN

The city has increased
the amount of money it
is seeking from the Texas
Water Development Board
to improve and install firsttime sewer services for the
FM 511-802 colonia.
Brownsville
city
commissioners
approved
a resolution last Tuesday
seeking $26 million from the
state agency for the project.
David Abrego, a senior
coordinator
for
the
Water and Wastewater
Engineering
Department
of the Brownsville Public
Utilities Board, told the
commission that a previous
resolution it had approved
sought only $20 million.
Alicia
NevárezWarner,
PUB’s
senior
communications and public
relations coordinator, told
The Collegian via email last
Friday that the resolution
“requested for signature
by the City of Brownsville
is for permission by the
city to allow BPUB to
apply for funding from the
Texas Water Development
Board through the TWDB’s
Economically
Distressed
Areas Program.”
Nevárez-Warner said the
initial resolution to apply
for funding was passed Oct.
4. The first resolution was

Christopher Peña/collegian

District 1 Commissioner Ricardo Longoria expresses his concern on the planned FM 511-802 project during last Tuesday’s
Brownsville City Commission meeting.

prepared on the basis of a
known amount of available
funding, at the time, from
the TWDB.
“When
the
actual
application for funding was
prepared and submitted
by Nov. 30, , the BPUB
was advised to prepare the
resolution for the actual
project cost and not just what
was considered available for
funding,” Nevárez-Warner
said. According to the
resolution, the city asks for
funding “as a loan or by the
purchase of obligations of
the city and the receipt of

the largest amount of grant
lawfully available from the
TWDB.”
District 1 Commissioner
Ricardo Longoria brought
up some concerns he has for
the residents of the area.
Longoria said when the
city received state funding
to improve a drainage
system on East Avenue, the
contractors hired paved the
part of the road where the
improvements were made
but left another part in bad
condition.
“When this goes out and
gets awarded, if we need

City takes ownership of Cueto Building

The Cueto Building now officially belongs to the City
of Brownsville, city officials said. Plans are under way to
use the structure as a center for the public.
Ben Medina, the city’s planning director, said officials
are in the process of settling preparations on usage of the
building.
“At this time we don’t think it will be an individual
department or agency,” Medina said. “We want to make it
into an engagement center, as it is now, so a lot of people
can use it and see the building, but those plans have not
been finalized.”
The intent is for the building to be used by the public
to provide various activities and to showcase the city’s
projects and the important history of the building, he
said.
Formerly owned by Texas Southmost College, the City
FILE PHOTO
Commission authorized buying the building for $500,000
on Nov.1, 2011.
Located at East Madison and 13th streets, the Cueto Building houses UTB/TSC’s
Center for Civic Engagement.
Medina said the city will not ask anyone to leave.
“That’s up to the university,” he said. “The city will allow them to be there as long as
they want to be there.”
--Samantha Ruiz

Faculty, Students, Staff!

(956)546-0381
55 Sam Perl Blvd.
(Off 12th St.)

$200
PER
PERS
ON*

• $200 mthly. per person dbl. occupancy
• Flexible month-to-month agreement
• All utilities paid (cable, water, electricity)
• Near the UTB main campus, 8 min. walk
• Security Surveillance
• Furnished, large rooms, full-size beds
• Micro-fridge, microwave, pool
• Restaurants Nearby
• WiFi Available
• Laundry Area
TAKE 12TH STREET EXIT GOING WEST FROM EXPRESSWAY.
GO ONE MILE. MOTEL IS ON RIGHT SIDE.

to sit down, if there needs
to be a match from the
city … please let us know;
we can reach an interlocal
agreement,” Longoria said.
“There is always something
we can do so that at the end
of that project, that citizen
that lives on that street is
not going to be contacting
us, and they have every right
to contact us, and they have
every right to come and tell
us, but there’s no excuse.”
Commissioners
also
approved a resolution for
the Brownsville Heritage
Council that designates nine

new structures as a primary
local site and one area a state
site.
These new sites will
receive an ad valorem
tax rate exemption. The
buildings are the 1904
Putegnat Building, located
at 1141 E. Elizabeth St.; the
1928 Manatou Building,
1201 E. Washington St.; the
1928 Stevenson Motors Co.
building, 953 E. Adams St.;
a 1920 Craftsman house,
122 E. St. Charles St.; the
1927 Aziz House, 1205
W. Elizabeth St.; the 1915
Davis-Sharp House, 1250
W. Elizabeth St; the 1947
Hinojosa House, 235 Sunset
Dr.; the 1929 Porter House,
28 Poinsettia Pl.; the 1927
Del Frances Apartments, 6
Ebony Ave.; and the 1931 Pitt
House, 1834 Palm Blvd.
All of these homes and
buildings have been repaired
and remodeled to resemble
their original condition.
2012 marks the 24th
anniversary
of
the
Brownsville Heritage Survey
and Heritage Plan.
The city commission also
approved an amendment
to Chapter 328-Signs, of
the Brownsville Code of
Ordinances, Section 32811(e) Political Signs.
City Attorney Mark Sossi
said the Texas Legislature
passed a law prohibiting
cities
from
regulating

political signs.
“We needed to bring
the city’s existing sign
ordinance, in terms of how
it deals with political signs,
into conformity with state
law,” Sossi said.
District 3 Commissioner
Melissa Zamora asked how
the city could address the
issue of continuous change
in election dates and all the
political signs that are being
posted.
The Texas Legislature
has given this matter to the
election code to deal with
and has taken it “out of the
hands” of municipalities,
Sossi said.
Mayor Tony Martinez said
the city will just have to deal
with this for the next few
months.
In other business, the
city commission awarded
contracts to:
--G
&
T
Paving
Contractors of Brownsville
for street paving and
drainage improvements on
El Paso Road in the amount
of $748,959.11;
--and to Dell, Inc.
of Round Rock for the
purchase,
delivery,
installation and training
of backup software and
hardware upgrade for the
Management Information
Systems Department in the
amount of $142,372.96.

TEXAS SHORTS
By Associated Press

PERRY DROPS BID

AUSTIN--Gov. Rick Perry leaves the campaign trail to return to Texas, where he will face
serious headwinds as he finishes the last three years of his term. Democrats insist his
failed run for president has diminished his power, while top Republicans try to position
themselves to replace him in 2014. Nevertheless, Perry remains the longest-serving
governor in Texas history, and supporters say he will use the power he’s amassed to
continue his conservative policies in the state.

DRUG SUIT SETTLED

AUSTIN--A lawsuit in which Texas accused Johnson & Johnson of plundering the state
Medicaid program by overstating the safety of an expensive anti-psychotic drug and
improperly influencing officials and doctors to push the medication has been settled for
$158 million. Texas had been seeking up to $1 billion from the drugmaker.

SEX ASSAULT CONVICTION

DALLAS--A man suspected in more than a dozen sexual assaults in the Dallas area two
decades ago was sentenced to life in prison Thursday for a 1989 attack on a 7-year-old girl.
Robert Warterfield, who was convicted Wednesday of aggravated sexual assault, showed
no reaction when Judge Michael Snipes handed down the sentence, which took the jury
took less than 20 minutes to decide.

OIL PIPELINE BLOCKED

TORONTO--President Barack Obama’s decision to temporarily block a pipeline from
Alberta to Texas went over poorly in Canada, but Canadian officials are hopeful it
eventually will be approved. Meanwhile, Canada will look harder at getting started on a
proposed pipeline to the Pacific Coast, where oil could be shipped to China.

VOTING RIGHTS LAWSUIT

WASHINGTON--Appeals court judges are showing concern about whether to overrule
Congress’ determination that Southern states still need federal election monitoring
to protect minority voting rights. Alabama’s Shelby County is appealing a lower court
decision. The court said governments with a history of discrimination need federal
approval to change even minor election procedures under the federal Voting Rights Act.

SOUTHWEST EARNINGS

DALLAS--Even with a tough economy and high jet fuel prices, Southwest Airlines Co.
made money in the fourth quarter and could do better this year. Travel demand was strong
enough in the final three months of 2011 for the carrier to keep planes nearly full and raise
fares. The carrier’s fourth-quarter net income rose 16 percent to $152 million, and profit
was slightly higher than analysts expected.

UTBCollegian.com
Send us tips, comments
and suggestions.
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Dual Language program formally
recognizes Spanish proficient students

FAIRLY FUN
Margaret Mauthe (left),
of Team M&M, paints
Marisol Guerrero’s face
during the Student
Involvement Fair,
held last Thursday
on the Student Union
lawn. More than 400
students attended
and about 20 UTB/
TSC departments and
student organizations
offered information
about their services
and participating in
extracurricular activities.
Student Life served hot
dogs, chips, soft drinks
and pan dulce.

By Viridiana Zúñiga
SPANISH EDITOR

Go to utbcollegian.com
for more photos.

VACCINE

Continued from Page 1
had been vaccinated at the
university for bacterial
meningitis, officials said.
Those 18 and younger
can get the vaccine for $10,
and students 19 and older
have to pay $109.
“We don’t make a profit
on it,” said Eugenia Curet,
director of Student Health
Services. “It’s just the time
that the staff spends [to
administer the vaccine].”
Student Health Services
negotiated a price that was
more wallet-friendly with
Novartis Pharmaceuticals
Corp. for its meningococcal
conjugate vaccine called
Menveo,
Curet
said.
Without the discount, a
vaccine could cost about
$130.
Curet is an advocate
of free vaccines and said
students who do not
wish to pay upward of
$100 for a vaccination

DRAGON

Continued from Page 1
In Taiwan, Year of the
Dragon childbearing fever
is in full swing, with local
banks selling silver and
gold coins engraved with
the dragon symbol. Bank
officials believe that many
are buying them for their
own yet-to-be born dragon
year babies or for those
of expecting friends and
relatives.
In the past, “many
women wanted to keep
their quality of life and
thought
child-rearing
was too much of a burden
to bear,” said Wu Meiying, an interior ministry
official charged with child
care. “But with people
all around them talking
about bearing dragon sons
and daughters, they are
suddenly caught up in the
baby craze.”
The Year of the Dragon
comes as a godsend for
Taiwanese officials, who
for the past decade have
been trying to increase
the island’s low fertility

Jonathon De Los Santos/utb radio

should seek assistance
from a community health
clinic, such as Su Clinica
Familiar, that is likely to
charge $15 to $25 for the
immunization.
“The students are not
paying for the vaccine but
for the administrative
cost because those clinics
are under what is called
federally qualified health
centers, so they get those
vaccines probably for free
or they get funding from
the federal government to
support the purchase of
those vaccines; we don’t,
we don’t have that,” Curet
said.
Incoming
freshman
history major Ricardo
Villarreal
got
his
vaccination at a community
clinic in Brownsville for
$10.
“Inflammation of the
brain--I wouldn’t want it,”
Villarreal said. “It’s like
the flu or the H1N1: People
have to get vaccinated
before they go out into
populated areas and infect

everybody else.”
Vaccinations take up to
10 days to become effective,
so students must wait
that long before coming
to campus for classes
after having received the
immunization. The vaccine
can provide protection
between three and five
years from four types of
meningococcal
disease,
including two of the three
types most common in the
United States.
SB1170 contains a clause
that gives the right to a
student (or their parent
or guardian) to claim an
exemption for medical or
religious reasons.
Although
UTB/TSC
has a smaller, less diverse
campus than UT-Austin
or Texas A&M, Curet said
the possibility of becoming
infected still exists.
“You only have to have
one case,” Curet said.
“The risk is always there,
whether it is a large
university or a small one.”

rate: less than one child for
every Taiwanese woman
of childbearing age in
2010. In the 1950s, when
Taiwan was a primarily
agricultural
society,
women gave birth to an
average of seven children.
The Year of the Dragon
has long proved to be an
impetus for births. In
2000, the last dragon year,
the rate increased to 1.7
children per Taiwanese
woman of childbearing age
from 1.5 the previous year.
Taiwan has tried to
encourage families with
cash incentives that while
well intentioned, appear to
do little to dent the cost of
education and other child
rearing outlays. Besides
a $100 monthly child
care stipend, a Taiwanese
woman can receive $330
from the government for
delivering her first baby,
double that for the second
and triple for the third.
Interior
Minister
Chiang
Yi-hua
thinks
that
government
encouragement can help
boost the birthrate to 1.2
babies per fertile woman
not only in the Year of the

Dragon, but well beyond.
Wu, the interior ministry
official, shares that view,
noting that last year, the
number of Taiwanese
marriages shot up 19
percent, apparently paced
by the belief that the 100th
anniversary of the Republic
of China--Taiwan’s official
name--was a favorable
omen for long-lasting and
happy marriages.
“Coming on the heel of
the centenary, the Year of
the Dragon may encourage
newlyweds to have babies
soon,” she said.
Chu
Hong-min,
a
30-year-old accountant, is
five months pregnant and
eagerly awaiting a dragon
daughter to keep her
2-year-old son company.
But she also worries
the incipient baby boom
means her yet-to-be-born
daughter will face tougher
competition than usual.
“Many of my friends
and colleagues are either
expecting or plan to get
pregnant this year,” she
said. “We really have to
try harder to make the
children do well at school.”

UTB/TSC students who are competent
in Spanish have the opportunity to receive
official recognition of their mastery of
the language without having to focus on
Spanish grammar courses.
Since Fall 2003, the Dual Language
Certification Program has offered bilingual
students the option of taking general core
curriculum classes in Spanish to accredit
their knowledge of both languages.
“Students can take music, business or
any other course taught in Spanish,” said
Roberto Cortina, a professor in the Modern
Languages Department and coordinator
of the program. “This helps students
to develop their abilities in Spanish in
fields that do not necessarily include the
academic side of the language.”
The main requirement to apply to the
program is to speak Spanish.
Once enrolled, the student must take
at least 15 credit hours from the Dual
Language courses in the general core

Visit utbradio.com

curriculum classes, according to the UTB/
TSC website. This includes SPAN 2313 and
SPAN 2315 or six credit hours of higherlevel Spanish courses. The remaining
hours must be Dual Language classes
offered by departments other than Modern
Languages.
“Our students will have the skills to
properly talk about economy, for example,
with a Spanish-speaking person without
having to resort to English,” Cortina said.
“To identify the classes, students should
make sure that the course section number
is 70.”
Samantha Guerrero, an education major
who is registered in the program, said: “I
speak English and Spanish fluently and no
one seemed to care, so this program is like
an award for my abilities.”
Students must have a minimum GPA of
2.8 on Dual Language classes, regardless
of their general GPA, to be certified.
Registration forms are available in
Cardenas Hall South 285. For more
information, call 882-8870.

Facebook.com/utbradio
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Making  King proud

UTB students, staff and community mark holiday by volunteering
By Marlane Ashley Rodriguez
THE COLLEGIAN

While most people spent
Martin Luther King Jr.
Day relaxing before school
started, hundreds of UTBrownsville students and
community members spent
the day in service to others.
That service included
shoveling dirt, putting up
fences, creating a butterfly
garden, recycling crayons
and interacting with senior
citizens in nursing homes.
The students were among
515 people who spent the
morning working together
on 21 community service
projects across Brownsville.
The event on Jan. 16
was sponsored by the
UT-Brownsville
Dean
of Students Office with
support from the University
Scholars Program. Heather
Olague, Scorpion Scholars
coordinator, said the goal
of the project was to give
back to the community and
realize the need that exists
in the city.
The volunteers gathered
at 8 a.m. for breakfast at
Dean Porter Park and then
split into groups for the
different volunteer projects.
“A lot of these nonprofit
organizations
can’t
run without the help of

volunteers,” Olague said.
“We have a good group out
here who wanted to serve.”
The
nonprofit
organizations
that
the
volunteers
assisted
included Keep Brownsville
Beautiful, an organization
that encourages preserving
the
environment.
The
organization
had
the
volunteers work on a fence
at the IDEA Public School
farm and a butterfly garden
at Monica’s House, a shelter
for abused children. The
volunteers
also
sorted
four large bags of used
crayon parts by color to
recycle them into new
crayons, read to children
at the Brownsville Literacy
Center and painted all
the Friendship of Women
Shelter facility’s walls.
Volunteers also went to
the Mother of Perpetual
Help, Spanish Meadows and
Alta Vista Rehabilitation
nursing homes to interact
with elderly patients by
playing games. Olague
said the residents and
volunteers enjoyed each
other’s company and two
University Scholars said
they would return on their
own time.
Volunteers put together
bags of food for homeless
people at the Tip of Texas
Family Outreach, which

helps
at-risk
families;
helped
in
the
Good
Neighbor
Setttlement
House
kitchen,
which
serves food to homeless
people; and set up, sanded
and painted eight bunk
beds at the Ozanam Center,
a shelter for the homeless
Some of the volunteers
are members of UTB/TSC
student
organizations,
including
C.H.A.N.G.E.,
a group that assisted the
Valley AIDS Council by
recruiting people to get
tested for HIV.
The
Rio
Bravo
Wildlife
Institute,
whose
headquarters
are in Lincoln Park on
University Boulevard, had
three different projects.
Volunteers built compost
bins, a fence for the
institute’s garden and a
greenhouse.
Eva Garcia, a senior
environmental
sciences
major
and
volunteer
coordinator for the Rio
Bravo Wildlife Institute,
said she and the other
volunteers built the fence
with sustainable material,
such as bamboo sticks
and
recycled
plastic
bottles, collected by Keep
Brownsville Beautiful.
“It’s to protect the
gardens, we’ve been here for
already about a year now,

New York theology students take interest
in South Texas borderlands, folk healing

and just little by little we’ve
been adding more,” said
Garcia, who volunteered
that day on behalf of the
UTB Sustainability Council.
“I’m hand in hand, both
for the university and for
Rio Bravo, a nonprofit
organization.”
The volunteers ended up
putting up one side of the
fence and completed the
frame and one wall for the
greenhouse.
Another
group
of
volunteers picked up a
total of 30 bags of trash at
Resaca de la Palma State
Park, stacked bricks at
the Old Brownsville City
Cemetery, applied mulch
to walkways at Sabal Palm
Sanctuary and picked up
trash at UTB’s Recreation,
Education and Kinesiology
Center and Gladys Porter
Zoo.
Resaca de la Palma State
Park rangers told Olague
that volunteers collected
more trash than they
expected. The area is now
cleaned up to be used for
picnics.
At the REK Center,
volunteers
also
wrote
words of admiration on
the sidewalks with brightcolored chalk in tribute to
the university’s national
championship
volleyball
team and to advertise their

Valerie Nichole Secrease/collegian

Nicole de la Torre, a senior criminal justice major, helps dig post holes for a fence for
the Rio Bravo Wildlife Institute’s garden at Lincoln Park as a volunteer for the Martin
Luther King Jr. Day of Service.

celebration, which was held
last Friday.
Senior history major
Adriana Anzaldua was one
of the volunteers at the REK
Center who also works at
the facility. Anzaldua said
that although it is required

that Scorpion Scholars
volunteer,
she
enjoys
helping out.
“I did it last year, and I
had a lot of fun doing it,” she
said. “I’m here with all my
co-workers, we’re all here
volunteering the day before
school.”

Earn $100 this week

By Joe Molina

THE COLLEGIAN

Nine students and a dean
from the Union Theological
Seminary in New York
City spent 10 days in
Brownsville to get a firsthand look at the border, its
culture and issues.
Daisy Machado, dean
of Academic Affairs and a
professor of church history
for Union, has planned
similar excursions for the
last 17 years. This 10-day
visit covered 10 different
themes and is a followup to the prior semester’s
prerequisite course on the
history of Latino church
and religious beliefs.
“Every day we have a
different theme and [the]
theme for today is popular
religion and the body,”
Machado said.
Graduate student Kelly
Ann Connors said, “The
goal [of this trip] is to see
with our own eyes and to
hear with our own ears the
realities ... of the border and
with that experience to take
it back and bear witness to
what we have seen.”
Antonio Zavaleta,
a
professor in UTB/TSC’s
Behavioral
Sciences
Department, hosted the
group for the seventh theme
of Machado’s itinerary,
Latino folk healing and
alternative medicine.

MIGUEL ANGEL ROBERTS/collegian photos

Union Theological Seminary students and Daisy Machado (right), the seminary’s
academic affairs dean, listen to Zavaleta’s lecture. The students visited the U.S.Mexico border earlier this month to study its culture and justice issues.

“I have been coming to
the Rio Grande Valley and
I met Zavaleta last time,”
Machado said. “We had a
good presentation. So when
I did this one, I contacted
him again, because I
think it’s interesting ...
and important for [the
students] to hear about
popular religious beliefs

Behavioral Sciences Professor Antonio
Zavaleta addresses graduate students
from the Union Theological Seminary
in New York City on popular medicinal
plants during a presentation Jan. 11 at
the International Technology, Education
and Commerce Center.

that are not necessarily
within an organized church
structure.”
“I have found in my
study ... that 75 [percent]
to 80 percent of all
those ... conditions and
problems that are brought
to a curandero ... are
emotion,” Zavaleta said.
“The curandera is an
essential member for the
community’s health care
team and the community
because ... the health care
team can’t see everybody,
can’t
treat
everybody,
doesn’t understand all of
the stuff, and so this aspect
of health care has to exist.”
In his presentation,
Zavaleta cited his upcoming
book, “Medicinal Plants
of the Borderlands: A

See FOLK, Page 8

Donate your plasma at Talecris Plasma Resources to
help save the lives of patients worldwide and earn
up to $100 this week as a new donor.

1401 East Washington Street
Brownsville, TX
(956) 982-0445
www.talecrisplasma.com

Monday: 8:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.
Tuesday: 8:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday: 8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Thursday: 8:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m.
Friday: 8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Saturday: 8:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.
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Bilingual Resource Guide”
and engaged the students
with several anecdotes
from his 35 years of
curanderismo,
studying
or folk healing, mostly
alongside María Tamayo, a
curandera.
Tamayo
has
the
“dissociative trance ability
or gift [to receive] the spirit
of El Niño Fidencio,” he
said. El Niño Fidencio was
a Mexican folk healer of
great renown.
“People who sometimes
go to the curandero [do so]
because they [are] people
who are very poor and they
don’t have money to go to a
doctor,” Tamayo said.
Second-year
master
of divinity student Terry

McNamara said, “I am
finding, even with a good
degree in history, a lot
of stuff along the whole
Mexican-A merican
influence. ... There are so
many different aspects that
were not covered.”
“For me, it’s a reworking
of my place, a rethinking of
my place on this continent,”
McNamara said.
Asked if similar folk
remedies, such as those
described in Zavaleta’s
presentation, are common
or heard of in New York
City, Connors replied, “It’s
... not well known. I learned
all
new
information
today, so from my own
experience, no.”
If they ever needed
to, both Connors and
McNamara enthusiastically
agreed they would visit a
curandero.
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Weekly
What’s
UP
Want your event to be featured?
Submit event information one week
in advance, before 5 p.m. Tuesday
to collegian@utb.edu. First come
first serve, but student organization
events are given preference.
--Compiled by Michelle Serrano

Tues.

Wed.

Thurs.

Fri.

Sat.

Sun.

Penguin Plunge
The REK Center
hosts “The Penguin
Plunge” at 6 p.m. in the
REK Center pool. The
non-competitive event
will feature some Chilly
Willies that don’t mind
a little cold water.

Got Spirit?
The Office of
Student Life will host
a spring semester
spirit rally featuring
the UTB/TSC
Baseball, Golf and
Chess teams at noon
in the Student Union
veranda. Free hot
dogs, popcorn and
drinks will be served.

Opening Day
The Office of
Student Life hosts
a tailgating event at
3:30 p.m. at Scorpion
Field featuring Nestor
AnDress followed
by the Opening
Day baseball game
between the UTB/
TSC Scorpions and
the Doane College
Tigers from Crete,
Neb., beginning at
6 p.m.

‘Space Age Love Song’

Women’s Work

The International
Museum of Art and
Science welcomes UK
artist Colin Christian’s
“Fast Forward” from
6-8 p.m. at 1900
Nolana, McAllen.
Lovers of sci-fi
movies, anime and
pop-surrealism will
appreciate Christian’s
free-standing
sculptures. For ticket
information, call (956)
682-0123.

Galeria 409 hosts
“Women’s Work” Friday
and Saturday from
11 a.m. to 5 p.m. (by
appointment.) Artwork
showcases a variety of
media by female artists
of the RGV area. For
more information or to
make an appointment,
call Mark Clark at 4553599. Admission is free.

Scholarships!
Avoid college loans
and investigate the wide
range of free-moneyfor-school opportunities
available to you. The
UTB and TSC general
scholarship application
is now open for 201213. Enter www.utb.
edu/em/fa/Pages/
FAScholarshipMain.aspx
and click “scholarship
guide.”

Mon.
Year of the Dragon
The Chinese New
Year welcomes the
Water Dragon for
2012 (year 4709),
which is known
for its perception
and tranquillity. The
Chinese celebrate
the New Year with
a 15-day festival in
celebration of spring.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

If I Only KNew
The Student Success Center will host
“If I Only Knew This Before: Campus
Resources for SUCCESS” from noon to
1 p.m. Wednesday in Tandy Hall 113. The
workshop is designed for students to familiarize
themselves with available campus resources.
For more information, call the Student Success
Center at 882-8292.
Genetic Analysis Lecture
Kent State Senior Research Fellow
and Adjunct Professor Quan Li will
present a lecture titled “Genetic Analysis of
Human Diseases” from 2 to 3:30 p.m. Friday
in Biomedical Research Health Professions
Building 1.222. The lecture will discuss genetic
analysis in the post-genome-wide association
study era with diabetes as the example. For
more information, call Administrative Assistant
Maria Cuvillier at 882-7676.
Faculty Writing Club
Faculty members are invited to attend a
monthly faculty writing club from 9:30 a.m.
to noon beginning Saturday in University
Boulevard Library 2.206. The club is hosted
by Associate Professor Louis Falk and Center
for Teaching and Learning Director Betsy
Price to provide assistance with beginning and
maintaining scholarly writing activities. Faculty
writing clubs at other universities have assisted
faculty to set scholarship goals, brainstorm how
to overcome obstacles, provide editing and relay
best practices for how to get published. For more
information, go to utb.edu/vpaa/ctl/pages/
publishingandflourishing.aspx.
THE LEADER INSIDE
The Office of Student Life will host
“The Leader within You: Finding Your
Leadership Style” from 1 to 2 p.m. Jan. 30 in
the Student Union’s Salon Bougainvillea. The
workshop is one of several offered to student
organizations throughout the semester as part
of its iLead program. Students who successfully
complete 100 percent of the program will receive
a leadership certificate and recognition at the

POLICE REPORTS

annual Student Organization Leadership
Banquet. For more information or to register,
call Student Life at 882-5139.
Bongo Ball
The Office of Student Life and Campus
Recreation present “Bongo Ball Mania”
from 3:30 to 8:30 p.m. Feb.1 in the REK Center.
Players hide between, under and behind
obstacles as they advance in the battlefield of
flying Nerf balls to capture the flag and win the
game. For more information, call the Office of
Student Life at 882-5138 or Campus Recreation
at 882-5967.
‘MIRACLE’ PREMIERE
Actors Esai Morales and María Conchita
Alonso are scheduled to attend the world
premiere of the docudrama “Miracle at
Donna” at 8 p.m. Feb. 2 in Hidalgo’s State Farm
Arena. The film illustrates the true story of the
1961 football championship team of the Donna
High School Redskins by director/producer
Frank Aragon. For more information, visit
miracleatdonnafilm.com.
XANADU MUSICAL & PROM
The Camille
Lightner
Playhouse
introduces Brownsville to a Greek muse’s quest
to establish a roller disco in an adaptation of
Robert Greenwald’s cult classic, “Xanadu.” The
musical will be presented Feb. 10-12 and 17-19
in the Camille Playhouse, 500 Ringgold St. A
21+ Xanadu Prom will be held at 8 p.m. Feb.
11 in the playhouse’s DeStefano Room. Expect
a prom atmosphere complete with chaperones,
posed photographs, karaoke, disco ball, disc
jockey and dance floor. Vintage prom-wear
is encouraged. Tickets are $40. For tickets
and show times, call 542-8900 or visit www.
camilleplayhouseonline.com.
CALL FOR PARTICIPANTS
Those interested in learning to relieve stress
and the art of handling mind and life are invited to
sign up for a Youth Empowerment Seminar
(YES+), a program that addresses depression,
high-level stress, suicide and violence. YES+
is an educational and life skill course that
incorporates yoga, breathing exercises and

The following are among the incidents reported to Campus Police
between Jan.4 and 13.
Tuesday, Jan.4
4:20 p.m.: An officer noticed a man standing by a truck parked in a
designated handicapped parking space in the International Technology,
Education and Commerce Center parking lot. The officer asked the man
if the handicapped license plates were registered under his name. Shortly
after stating that the plates were registered to him, he admitted that the
license plates were under his father’s name. The officer then advised the
man that he was parked illegally in a designated handicapped space and
would be issued a citation. Throughout the incident, the man seemed
nervous and worried, so the officer began to ask him if he had any
outstanding fines, alcohol, weapons or illegal substances in his truck.
The man then put his right hand inside his pocket. The officer instructed
him to place his hands where he could see them and the man admitted
to having marijuana inside his truck. He then took the bag out of his
truck and threw it out, dispersing the contents everywhere. He was then
arrested for tampering with evidence. The man then told the officer that
he also had a bag inside his pockets, at which point he was advised that
he was also under arrest for possession of marijuana. The bag weighed
.11 ounces.
10:20 p.m.: A Campus Police officer stopped a vehicle after the driver
failed to stop at a red light at the intersection of International Boulevard
and May Street. The officer detected a strong odor of burnt marijuana
as he walked to the vehicle and was given consent to search the vehicle.
The officer found .21 ounces of marijuana inside a plastic bag. The
student driving the vehicle was arrested on charges of possession of
marijuana, issued a citation for disregarding a red light and transported
to Carrizales-Rucker Detention Center.
Wednesday, Jan.4
10:23 a.m.: A UTB/TSC department chair reported that she was

meditation in a fun process that helps increase
confidence, focus, concentration, efficiency and
improve interpersonal relationships. For more
information on YES+, visit http://us.yesplus.org.
To sign up, email sweta.kumar@artofliving.org,
or call 550-8672 or 579-4811.
‘CALIFORNIA DReaming’
California is big but UTB students are
running all over the state this semester through
a simulation program called “California
Marathon.” The program consists of a total of
136 miles starting from Los Angeles and ending
in San Diego. Participants will track the miles
they run on the treadmill and prizes will be
awarded to those who accomplish 32, 75 and 136
miles. For more information or to sign up, visit
the REK Center’s upper fitness desk.
STUDY IN BRAZIL
The Office of Global Engagement invites
students to study cross-cultural psychology in
São Paulo, Brazil, next summer (May 13-30).
Requirements are that students must have a
prerequisite in PSYCH 2301, which must be
completed by Spring 2012. This opportunity
is open to all majors. For more information,
call the Office of Global Engagement’s Jared
Montoya at 882-8955.
ROTC INTERNSHIP
UTB/TSC ROTC invites sophomore, junior
and grad students to apply for the summer
2012 Army ROTC Internship. Students
will receive an all-expense paid training at
Fort Knox, Ky. The four-week course can earn
students $5,000 if they decide to contract with
ROTC after the training. For more information,
call the ROTC at 882-7630.
PROFESSIONAL WOMEN SCHOLARSHIP
Professional Women Speak is seeking
applicants for its first scholarship. The Spring
2012 scholarship has a deadline of Jan. 31.
Those interested in applying should visit utb.
edu/em/fa/documents/scholarships/1112/
pwsscholarshipfinal.pdf. For more information,
contact olga.garcia@utb.edu or call 882-7015.
--Compiled by Michelle Serrano

worried about a student’s aggressive behavior. The student met with the
professor and the chair to discuss his final grade in the class. The chair
said that the student seemed very upset. He asked if he could bring up
his grade to a C. The professor began to read the civility clause to the
student in an attempt to calm him down. The student replied that the
clause only pertained to him when he was in class, which he was not at
the time. He stated that he did not want to dispute his grades but was
not given any extra credit throughout the semester and wanted to appeal
the grades he had earned. The professor said he had no problems with
the student except for his tardiness and emails that became aggressive
in tone. He then advised his student that he could not be given any extra
credit and that he had earned his grade from the work he did. The faculty
members reported that though they were not threatened, they feared
the student’s behavior. They were advised to contact Campus Police if he
returned and the case was forwarded to the dean of students.
Friday, Jan.6
5:25 p.m.: A student wanted to press charges against another student
who was inside her vehicle as she walked toward it in Lot AG. She
reported that she saw him get out the driver’s seat of the car and when
he noticed that she saw him, he walked toward another vehicle to make
it look like it was his. He then began to walk away from the area when
police stopped him. She said that the car’s glove box was left open but
nothing seemed to be missing and that she had locked all her doors
before she left. The juvenile was arrested on a charge of burglary of a
vehicle.
Friday, Jan.13
3:15 p.m.: A faculty member reported that his university-issued laptop
computer was missing from his office in Cortez Hall. The estimated
value of the laptop is $1,500.
--Compiled by Samantha Ruiz
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Viral Chicago video points to disturbing trend
Associated Press

CHICAGO--It
seems
to defy the logic of
committing crimes in a way
to avoid getting caught:
Ruffians
intentionally
recording themselves on
video beating and robbing
someone, then posting
it on YouTube so anyone
anywhere can see it,
including police.
The latest example of this
disturbing but increasingly
common
phenomenon
comes from Chicago, where
police Wednesday arrested
seven teens who apparently
did just that. Their video
had gone viral and led to
their arrest within just
days of the Jan. 15 attack.
The
practice,
some
experts say, is a modern
twist on the age-old human
penchant for boasting
about one’s exploits to
impress the community at
large and to warn perceived
rivals that their group is
more powerful than others.
“Medieval
warriors
putting the heads of their
enemies on sticks, scalping
and even schoolyard brawls
in the ’50s--they’re all
ways of displaying that
dominance in public,” said
Pam Rutledge, a Palo Alto,
Calif.-based psychologist
who heads the Media
Psychology
Research
Center. “These new tools-the Internet, YouTube--just
let you spread the word
much farther.”
Throughout the more
than three-minute video,
the attackers--many with
sweat shirt hoods over their
heads and some wearing
masks--are seen yelling at
the visibly terrified victim,
punching and kicking him
in the face with apparent
glee as he curled up on
the snow-covered ground.
Police believe the lone girl
involved lured the victim to
the alley on the city’s South

Footage from a video uploaded to YouTube shows seven teens mercilessly beating a 17-year-old high school student.

Side.
Posting
incriminating
material online might also
reveal a shaky grasp of how
cyberspace works.
“These
guys
are
bragging online without
understanding they just
provided
irrefutable
evidence of a crime,”
Rutledge said. “It says
something both about
their naiveté--and their
stupidity.”
Speaking to reporters in
Chicago last Wednesday,
Police
Supt.
Garry
McCarthy
noted
that
episodes of youth violence
ending up in online videos
have become more frequent
everywhere.
“This is a national
epidemic,” McCarthy said.
“It’s not something that’s
particular to Chicago.”
The Chicago teens were
charged in the beating
and robbery of a 17-yearold high school student in

an incident that stemmed
from a previous dispute
last October, police said.
Police said the posted
video helped to identify the
alleged attackers.
One teen was charged
as an adult. The rest-a 15-year-old girl, two
16-year-old
boys
and
three 15-year-old boys-were cited in juvenile
delinquency
petitions.
All face one count each of
robbery and aggravated
battery, including the teen
who recorded the video.
A striking aspect of the
video is just how at ease the
attackers seem about being
filmed. One even pauses
from kicking and punching
the victim’s face to calmly
instruct
whoever
is
holding the camera how to
compose the shot. He then
walks back and resumes
pummeling the boy.
Viewers who posted
comments online identified

the alleged attackers by
name, including 17-yearold Raymond Palomino,
who appeared in bond
court Wednesday, his head
bowed and looking ill at
ease. His bail was set at
$100,000. Palomino’s face
is visible in the video.
Police said the attackers
stole shoes, a wallet and
$180 in cash from the
victim, who was treated at
a hospital for a laceration
to his lip, bruises and
abrasions.
Another
website
provided an outlet to fan
the flames leading up to the
attack.
Raymond
Palomino’s
father claimed the beating
followed an after-school
attack on Raymond and
another
boy.
Michael
Palomino, a Cook County
sheriff’s
deputy,
said
incendiary
comments
posted on Facebook after
the alleged beating of his

youtube

son contributed to the
situation spiraling out of
control.
“They’re making it sound
like he did everything,”
Palomino said, speaking
to reporters following his
son’s initial appearance in
court last Wednesday. “It’s
just one side of the story.”
McCarthy, the city’s
top cop, shared the
bewilderment of many
officials and observers
about why the teens saw fit
to post the video, thereby
incriminating themselves.
But
while
older
Americans may express
astonishment
that
someone behaving badly
would take the added step
of displaying that behavior
online, it doesn’t surprise
teens who have never
known a world without
the Internet, said Tim
Hwang, president of the
750,000-member National
Youth Association.

“There’s an impulse
with youth today to put
everything online, so the
fact [this beating] was
posted online doesn’t itself
make it more exceptional,”
said Hwang, 19.
Since always thinking
in terms of cyberspace
is second nature to
today’s youth, it wouldn’t
immediately strike them
as odd that the alleged
attackers thought in those
terms, too, he added.
The
video-recorded
attack in Chicago isn’t the
first to attract attention on
the Web. In 2009, footage
of the fatal beating of a
16-year-old honor student
was circulated worldwide.
Four
teens
were
sentenced to lengthy prison
terms last year in that case,
which sparked outrage
around the country. A fifth
suspect tried as a juvenile
was ordered to remain
imprisoned until he turns
21.
The
most
recent
incident was different
in that the attack was
videotaped by someone
apparently affiliated with
the attackers. The Albert
attack was recorded by a
bystander.
That
these
latest
attackers
beat
the
victim and uploaded the
video to YouTube not
only
illustrated
their
immaturity, it also suggests
they are deeply insecure,
somehow calculating that
the stunt would boost their
social standing, Rutledge
said.
If that was their thinking,
they badly miscalculated.
“They are getting the
opposite
reinforcement
that
they
intended,”
Rutledge said, citing the
arrests. “They put it up to
show how cool and tough
they were. Instead, it left
people thinking, ‘You guys
are complete idiots.’”

Mexico enacts rules against ‘miracle cure’ ads
Associated Press

MEXICO
CITY--Mexico
enacted
tough
new
rules
Thursday to ban advertising of
“miracle cures” for weight loss,
sagging body parts and more
serious illnesses such as prostate
ailments, chronic fatigue and
even cancer.
Mexico has a long history of
faith healers and home remedies,
but the problem has come to a
head in the last few years with
a constant stream of ads on
television for more “scientific”
sounding creams that supposedly
lift or enlarge breasts and
buttocks, magnets that help users
lose weight, or pills and powders
that cure gastric problems or
diabetes.
In a country with levels of
diabetes and obesity among
the highest in the world, the
combination of a sick population
and fake cures can be deadly.
“This is a fraud,” said regulator
Mikel Arriola, whose Federal
Commission
for
Protection

against Health Risks is the
agency in charge of regulating
pharmaceuticals in Mexico. “It
is a very serious public health
problem, because people take
these things instead of going
to the doctor. ... They lose time
in getting treatment or getting
cured.”
Under the new rules, which
take effect in 30 days, authorities
can order media outlets to remove
such advertising within 24 hours,
and it steeply raises fines that can
be levied on manufacturers and
distributors that advertise the
products.
The rules require that any
product making a therapeutic
claim will first have to prove it is
listed in Mexico’s pharmaceutical
register. The register requires
scientific proof of effectiveness
and a scientific description of
how the medicine or medical
apparatus achieves its claimed
effects.
That is probably not going to be
possible for products such as “Acu-

Mag.” Its advertising purports
that when the tiny pad with eight
bumps is placed in the outer ear
and massaged a few minutes
each day, it helps customers
lose weight through what ads
call “auricular therapy”--an
alternative medicine supposedly
derived from acupuncture.
According
to
the
manufacturer’s published claims,
the pad “helps you lose weight
ten times faster than any other
[method] ... eliminates anxiety,
burns the fat on your body,
improves digestion.”
Arriola said the ad should no
longer be able to air because
it makes claims of medical
treatment.
Nor should ads for an herbal
supplement called Prostaliv,
which promises to reduce
prostate
enlargement
and
urinary problems in two to four
weeks. Similar claims are made
for Mulunggay, another herbal
extract that is touted as being
able to “combat 300 diseases”

and control diabetes.
Anyone with real health issues
who relies on such non-working
treatments could wind up getting
worse, “and that represents a cost
for the government,” Arriola said,
because public hospitals have to
treat sicker people.
But he added that supposed
“miracle cures” are seldom
outright dangerous. “Mainly
what these companies are doing
is selling a placebo, and spending
a lot of money on advertising to
promote it.”
Executives at two of Mexico’s
largest vendors of such curealls could not be reached for
comment. An employee at one of
the companies appeared not to
have heard of the new rules, and
the other firm had an incorrect
phone number listed with the
Mexican stock exchange.
Companies do appear to
have been taking note of the
government’s plan.
Some already run small-print
slogans with their ads stating that

“this is not a medicine.”Arriola
called that “an evasive maneuver”
and said such ads won’t be exempt
from the new rules if they still
make medical claims.
And the marketing companies
also appear to be moving into
less-regulated areas, such as
corsets in various forms that are
“guaranteed” to give wearers a
perfect figure instantly. Those
ads could continue to run, in
theory, as long as they don’t make
claims that the product is doing
anything but hiding fat.
President Felipe Calderón
announced the new rules as a
sort of crusade against the power
of deceitful advertising.
“Every day, at every hour, on
radio, television and the Internet,
in print media, the public is
literally being bombarded with
a huge quantity of ads for all
sorts of products that supposedly
have curative powers,” Calderón
said. “They put the health and
economic well-being of the
population at risk.”
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Estudiante
de hoy

En busca de remedios latinos caseros

Estudiantes de teología de Nueva York se interesan en asuntos fronterizos
Por Joe Molina

THE COLLEGIAN

CHRISTOPHER PEÑA/collegian

Nombre: Martha Carcini
Edad: 39 años
Especialidad: Letras hispánicas y traducción e
interpretación
Clasificación: Estudiante de tercer año
Fecha de graduación: Diciembre del 2013
Promedio: 3.4
Ciudad natal: San Luis Potosí, México
Reconocimientos: Lista del Decano, Verano
2009
Pasatiempos: “Me gusta leer y meditar. Suelo
acompañar a mis familiares a la iglesia, pues
creo mucho en Dios y en la Virgen María. Lo que
más disfruto es ver la naturaleza”.
¿Cuáles son tus metas? “Quiero terminar de
estudiar, primero que nada. Una de mis metas
principales es comenzar una fundación para
personas con neuralgia del trigémino, pues
yo la padezco y considero que los doctores no
tienen idea del dolor tan grande que causa esta
enfermedad”.
Actividades extracurriculares: “Soy parte
del club ASPIRE y de Disability Services, pero
también trabajo cuidando a mi hermano”.
¿Cuál es tu inspiración? “Mi inspiración
ha sido siempre mi mamá, pues siempre tuvo
mucha confianza en mí. Aunque ya falleció,
siento que todos los días está conmigo”.
¿Cuál sería tu trabajo ideal? “Mi trabajo
ideal sería ser intérprete en un hospital y si no,
ser voluntaria en algún lugar, pues me gusta
ayudar a la gente”.
¿Qué técnicas usas para estudiar? “Cuando
estudio trato de buscar un lugar silencioso
porque el ruido no me deja concentrarme. La
técnica que más me ha ayudado es imaginar que
lo que leo es una película; eso nunca me falla”.
¿Cuál es tu consejo para los alumnos de
nuevo ingreso? “Les aconsejo que se fijen
metas precisas y que nunca les quiten los ojos
de encima. A pesar de las situaciones difíciles,
yo he podido seguir adelante gracias a que soy
persistente”.
Anécdota: “Recuerdo que una vez vine a la
escuela sintiéndome muy triste. Fui a clase
de español con una maestra que acostumbra
a preocuparse por sus alumnos; entonces,
se dio cuenta de que yo no estaba bien y me
mandó llamar. Le conté lo que me pasaba y
me aconsejó que tuviera confianza en que todo
se iba a solucionar y que yo seguiría adelante
ayudando a mi familia. Ese fue un gesto que no
he olvidado”.
--Recopilado Viridiana Zúñiga

Visítanos en

www.utbcollegian.com
y danos “like” en
facebook.com/utbcollegian

Nueve
estudiantes
y
una decana de Union
Theological Seminary en
Nueva York pasaron 10
días en Brownsville con el
objetivo de observar de cerca
a la frontera, su cultura y sus
problemas.
Daisy Machado, decana de
Academic Affairs y profesora
de
historia
eclesiástica
en Union, ha coordinado
excursiones
similares
durante los últimos 17
años. Esta visita de 10 días
cubrió 10 temas diferentes
mIGUEL ÁNGEL ROBERTS/collegian
y da seguimiento al curso
de historia de la iglesia Estudiantes de teología escuchan la presentación de profesor Antonio Zavaleta sobre el
latina y creencias religiosas séptimo tema en el itinerario de su visita a tierras fronterizas.
última vez que vine”, dijo
Machado. “Tuvimos una
buena presentación. Así
que cuando hice ésta, me
puse en contacto con él
nuevamente
porque
es
interesante… e importante
para [los estudiantes] que
se les hable sobre creencias
religiosas populares que no
necesariamente son parte de
la organización estructural
eclesiástica”.
“En mi investigación he
mIGUEL ÁNGEL ROBERTS/collegian
descubierto… que de 75 [por
La curandera María Tamayo discute asuntos del curanderismo con el profesor de Ciencias
ciento] a 80 por ciento de las
de la Conducta Antonio Zavaleta durante la presentación del tema de remedios caseros y
medicina alternativa.
condiciones y problemas que
dar testimonio de lo que son llevados al curandero…
son
emociones”,
dijo
impartido
el
semestre hemos visto”.
Antonio
Zavaleta, Zavaleta. “La curandera es
pasado.
“Cada día tenemos un profesor del Departamento un miembro esencial del
tema diferente y el de hoy es de Ciencias de la Conducta equipo de atención médica
religión popular y el cuerpo”, de UTB/TSC, fue el anfitrión de una comunidad y de la
del grupo en el tema misma comunidad en sí,
dijo Machado.
La estudiante de posgrado, “Remedios caseros latinos porque… este equipo no
Kelly Ann Connors, dijo: “La y medicina alternativa”, el puede verlos ni tratarlos a
meta [de este viaje] es ver séptimo del itinerario de todos… y este aspecto debe
existir en el cuidado de la
con nuestros ojos y escuchar Machado.
“Estuve
visitando
el salud”.
con nuestros oídos la verdad
En
su
presentación,
sobre la frontera y llevarnos Valle del Río Grande
esta experiencia a casa para y conocí a Zavaleta la Zavaleta citó su próximo

libro “Medicinal Plants
of the Borderlands: A
Bilingual Resource Guide”
(“Plantas Medicinales de
las Zonas Fronterizas: Una
guía Bilingüe”) y compartió
con los estudiantes varias
anécdotas de sus 35 años de
estudiar el curanderismo o
medicina casera al lado, en
mayor parte, de la curandera
María Tamayo.
Tamayo tiene “el don [de
recibir] el espíritu del Niño
Fidencio”, dijo él. El Niño
Fidencio fue un afamado
curandero de México.
“La gente que, por lo
general, va al curandero [lo
hace] porque son personas
muy pobres y no tienen
dinero para ir a un doctor”,
dijo Tamayo.
El estudiante de maestría
en teología, Terry McNamara
dijo: “Estoy descubriendo,
aún con un buen nivel en
historia, muchas cosas sobre
la influencia mexicanoestadounidense…
Hay
muchos aspectos diferentes
que no han sido cubiertos”.
“Para mí, esto es una
nueva conceptualización…
un replanteamiento de mi
lugar en este continente”,
dijo McNamara.
Al preguntar si remedios
caseros similares, a los
que se describieron en la
presentación de Zavaleta,
son comunes o se escucha
de ellos en Nueva York,
Connors respondió: “No
son muy conocidos… La
información que adquirí hoy
es totalmente nueva. Así que
por experiencia propia, no”.
Tanto Connors como
MacNamara acordaron que,
si alguna vez lo necesitaran,
visitarían a un curandero.

Certificado para estudiantes bilingües
Programa de DL acredita a alumnos con fluidez en español
Por Viridiana Zúñiga

EDITORA DE ESPAÑOL

Aquellos estudiantes de
UTB/TSC competentes en
el idioma español tienen
la oportunidad de recibir
un certificado que acredite
formalmente su dominio de
la lengua sin necesidad de
tomar cursos avanzados del
idioma.
Desde otoño de 2003, el
programa Dual Language
Certification ofrece a los
alumnos bilingües la opción
de tomar clases del tronco
común
impartidas
en
español con la finalidad de
dar fe de su conocimiento de
ambas lenguas.
“Los alumnos pueden
tomar cursos de música,
administración de empresas
o cualquier otra disciplina
que sea impartida en
español”,
dijo
Roberto
Cortina,
profesor
del
Departamento de Lenguas
Modernas y coordinador
de dicho programa. “Esto

deberán ser clases de Dual
Language ofrecidas por
departamentos diferentes
al de Lenguas Modernas.
“Gracias a que ofrecemos
cursos en español en
tres
campos
distintos,
nuestros alumnos tendrán
los conocimientos para
discutir cuentas o hablar de
economía, por ejemplo, con
hispanohablantes sin tener
que recurrir al inglés”, dijo
Cortina. “Para reconocer las
clases en español, el alumno
debe
cerciorarse
que
después de la numeración
del curso, la sección de la
Jasmin euceda/collegian clase sea el número .70”.
George Green, profesor del Departamento de Lenguas Modernas, impartiendo de las clases de Al graduarse, el alumno
español avanzado que forma parte del programa Dual Language Certification, el pasado jueves en deberá tener un promedio
un salón de Cardenas North Hall.
mínimo de 2.8 en las
ayuda a los estudiantes a
Una vez inscrito, el alumno clases de la certificación,
desarrollar sus destrezas en deberá tomar al menos 15 sin importar su promedio
español en campos que no créditos de clases básicas general.
abarcan necesariamente lo impartidas en español. Lo
Las planillas de inscripción
académico del idioma”.
que incluye SPAN 2313 y están
disponibles
en
El requisito primordial SPAN 2315 ó seis créditos Cardenas Hall South 285.
para inscribirse en el en clases de español o Para más informes, llame al
programa es hablar español. traducción. Las demás horas 882-8870.
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Putting their way
to victory
Golf teams work toward
their goal: conference

By Valerie Nichole Secrease
Sports Editor

The
UTB/
TSC Men’s and
Women’s golf
teams
have
already
hit
the
course,
and they are preparing
themselves for the season
ahead in the hope of
winning conference this
spring.
Anthony Lopez, head
coach for both teams,
said the main thing he
would like to see his teams
accomplish this spring is to
win conference.
“It’s never been done,”
Lopez said. “On the men’s
side there is one team in
our conference who has
won the last eight years
in a row. They’re talented
and have a good squad,
but I think a lot of it comes
down to determination and
I think our team can win.
“On the women’s side,
my expectations are for
them to win conference.
Both of them are set high,
but they are both very
achievable.”
The coach said he
expects both teams to play
hard this spring.
“I have three seniors
on the men’s side and one
on the women’s side, so I
know they’re going to want
to extend their season as
long as they can to the
postseason.
“The women have a
realistic shot at making it to
nationals; they are ranked
No. 1 in the conference
after the preseason ballot.
On the men’s side, I have
the same team coming back
from last year. They were
a handful of shots away
from winning conference
for the first time ever and
qualifying for nationals.”
Now, the same team is
back and one year more
mature, and the coach’s
expectations for them are
high.
Lopez said all of the
golfers are returning for
the spring semester.
“All of my starting
women, my top five, will be
coming back,” he said. “On
my men’s side, I gained
one strong player who was
ineligible last semester, so
I will be as strong as I can
be. Everyone that’s on the
squad will be eligible and
competing this spring.”
Senior
golfer
and
women’s captain Krystal
Garza said she is expecting
her team to attend all
practices and work hard
toward nationals and

conference.
“I’m just hoping to take
my girls to nationals,
and win conference in
Oklahoma,” Garza said.
She also has high
expectations for her team
off the course.
“I’m expecting everyone
to do well, attend practice
every day and do good in
their schoolwork as well,”
Garza said. “And, of course,
win conference.”
Senior golfer Adam
Haley said his main goal
this semester is to work
toward conference.
“One of my main goals is
to get my conference level
back up and, hopefully,
get back into winning, and
help this team out a lot
more than I have been,”
Haley said.
Aside
from
the
competitive side of golf,
Haley said he enjoys
getting to play with friends
and meeting new people
while playing the sport he
loves.
“It’s a good time to relax,
it gives you something to
work hard towards, and it’s
something I’ve been doing
since I was about 2 or 3
years old,” he said.
Haley said playing golf
for UTB/TSC has also been
a learning experience for
him.
“From high school to
college is a lot different,
you have time consuming
everything,” he said. “It’s
a lot more competitive in
college, and a lot more
pressure, but it helps you
get ready for the next
level, which is, hopefully,
professional.”
Vincent
Cavazos,
a
senior golfer, said he hopes
that his team makes it all
the way to the end this
semester.
“Something that I would
like to accomplish is for
our whole team to compete
in every tournament and
be right there at the end,”
Cavazos said.
Cavazos said he has been
playing golf since he was 12
and he hopes to be a good
leader and example to his
teammates on and off the
course.
“My goal is to lead the
team, and lead it both
in the sport and in the
classroom,” he said.
Senior golfer Anthony
Milligan has a strategy
and the same goal in
mind as the rest of his
teammates, and that is to
win conference.
“My strategy is work hard
every day, do our drills,
practice with a purpose,”

Milligan
said.“ T e a m
camaraderie is the key.
We’ve all known each other
for the past few years, and
we know every strength
and every weakness, so
we need to make every
weakness our strength and
make our strengths even
stronger.”
Milligan said he enjoys
nature, companionship of
friends and the element of
surprise about golf.
“I guess I would say just
being with friends out here
in the open country, being
out in nature and having
a good time playing the
game that we love,” he said.
“Anything can happen out
here, you can hit a terrible
shot and say that you want
to quit this game, and then
the next shot you hit is just
a beautiful shot and you
say you want to play this
the rest of your life.”
The golfer said he
has enjoyed getting the
opportunity to play for
UTB/TSC, and getting to
meet different people.
“I really enjoy it, getting
to travel all around the
state, meeting a lot of
different people from
different nationalities, and
just playing this game golf
that I really enjoy,” Milligan
said. “It’s definitely going
to be something that I’ll do
later on in life, and I feel
very privileged and very
blessed to be able to play
here at this school with
this group of guys. I love
it.”
The
Scorpions
will
compete against some of
their biggest rivals this
semester.
“On the women’s side,
their biggest rivals would
be Northwood University
and Southwestern College
[in Kansas],” Lopez said.
“On the men’s side, Texas
Wesleyan, they are the
team that has won the Red
River Conference eight
years in a row, and there is
a school from San Antonio,
Our Lady of the Lake, they
are very talented and a
very young team, but they
are making a lot of noise
and putting some good
scores together. And then
the Northwood team also,
they are very strong this
year. It’s really a shootout,
it’s going to be up to those
four on the men’s side
though.”
The women’s golf team
has its first tournament
scheduled Feb. 12-14 in
Laredo, and the men’s
tournament is scheduled
Feb.18-20 at the South
Padre Island Golf Club.
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City pays tribute
to volleyball team

Commission recognizes UTB players,
first national title

Christopher Peña/COLLEGIAN

UTB/TSC Head Volleyball Coach Todd Lowery holds the city proclamation honoring the volleyball team for winning the NAIA
championship tournament. Shown with Lowery are players Jennifer Kowalski (from left), Michelle Marques, Vanja Joksic,
Assistant Volleyball Coach Roberta Santos, Yenifer Calcano, Erica Chimak, and Ana Guerra.

By Samantha Ruiz
The Collegian

The university isn’t the
only one proud of its NAIA
National Championshipwinning volleyball team.
The city showed its support
and congratulated the
team on its historic season.
Last
Tuesday,
the
Brownsville
City
Commission honored the
team with a proclamation
stating the team’s various
accomplishments,
including its No.1 ranking
in the NAIA national polls,
a 2011 record of 32-2 and a
9-0 record in the Red River
Athletic Conference.
The UTB/TSC Volleyball
Team defeated California’s
Concordia University Dec.
3 for the championship. It
is the first time a UTB/TSC
team has won a national
title.

District 4 Commissioner
John Villarreal presented
the proclamation and
praised the team on its
success.
“It means a lot to me to
have you all here because
I am an alum,” Villarreal
said. “I’m still very active
at the university, on the
alumni board. It just
means a lot to me and our
community to have you
all representing us at this
level.”
The
proclamation
wasn’t only his idea, it
was a request from the
community,
he
said,
adding that he had received
many calls from residents
who wanted the team to be
recognized.
“You all should feel very
special that you have the
support of the entire city.
… We’re all very proud of
you,” Villarreal said.

Accepting the award
were
Todd
Lowery,
athletics director and
head volleyball coach;
Roberta Santos, assistant
coach;
and
volleyball
players Jennifer Kowalski,
Michelle Marques, Vanja
Joksic, Ana Guerra, Erica
Chimak
and
Yenifer
Calcano.
The
Brownsville
community has been very
supportive of the volleyball
team, said Lowery, who
credits the team with all of
its success and outstanding
achievements.
“Really, this was up to
the ladies you see here and
[to] the ones who couldn’t
make it here because they
are already in class on
the first night of school,”
he said. “It really was up
to them and I couldn’t be
more proud of this group
we raised.”

Chicago Fire draft Frimpong
Evans Frimpong, a member of the 2009 UTB/TSC Men’s Soccer Team,
has become the first former Scorpion to be drafted by a professional team,
according to a news release from UTB/TSC Athletics. Frimpong was drafted
by the Chicago Fire Soccer Club of the Major League Soccer. He was
chosen as the ninth overall pick.
--Valerie Nichole Secrease

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
Name: Robert Mariscal
Hometown: Palmview
Classification: Senior
Major: Accounting
Sport/Position: Baseball/3rd base
Who do you look up to?
“I really look up to my father; he has set a
good example for me.”
What has your experience been like
playing for UTB/TSC?
“It’s been great. I’ve met a lot of new
people, and I have created some really good
relationships. Playing for the university has
been awesome.”
What do you enjoy the most about
playing baseball?
“Baseball is my passion. I have been
wanting to do this since I was young, since I
was like 7 years old.”
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Dr. Miguel Angel Escotet,
Dean of the College of Education
“This is a very signiﬁcant and prestigious accomplishment for the College of Education community as well as for
the university,” said Dr. Miguel Angel Escotet, Dean of the College of Education. “The Master in Educational
Technology is just one of our high-quality graduate programs that is fully delivered online using the most
advanced instructional technology and multimedia, and personalized to the needs of the student and the
profession.”
This is the ﬁrst time U.S. News & World Report has conducted a study to nationally rank online programs in
business, computer information technology, education, engineering and nursing. UTB College of Education
received its ranking in Online Graduate Degree Programs in Education in the category of Student Services and
Instructional Technology.
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19 ONLINE PROGRAMS
UTB

MASTER’S online

• M.Ed., Educational Technology
• M.S., Mathematics
• M.B.A.
• M.A. in Spanish Translation and Interpreting
• M.S. in Nursing Administration
• M.S. in Nursing Education
• M.S. in Computer Science

GRADUATE CERTIFICATES online
• Master Technology Teacher
• E-Learning
• Graduate Certiﬁcate in Spanish Translation

WE’LL CHANGE YOUR LIFE.

utb.edu/online

BACHELOR’S online

• B.S., Criminal Justice
• B.S., Nursing
• B., Multidisciplinary Studies
• B.A.T., Workforce Leadership and Supervision
• B.A.T., Computer Information Systems Technology
• B.A.T., Health Services Technology
• B.A.A.S., Applied Business Technology
• B.A.A.S., Legal Studies
• B., Applied Arts and Sciences

.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
utb.edu/online • myutb.blackboard.com
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